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Worthwhile coin is the binance smart chain based concept which
has been designed with the vast and rich experience in the field of
Block chain & digital currency. It is designed with very unique and
innovative program for the people those are eager to get
successful and rich. The concept allows you to earn profits
through staking program. There will be the limited supply of
Worthwhile Token through stake mechanism. Here you can start
your holdings to earn weekly staking profits. This concept is a
financial revolution all set to users transactions. The Worthwhile
Coin is the Binance smart chain based multi-utility Crypto
Currency.

To set the goal of this innovative concept, Team WHE is passionate and
efficient in this field and striving towards making this concept integral and
amazing. Mr Dan Vasyl is also the part of this team of Crypto Currency
Concept. He is a well-known business tycoon of Ukraine. Most of the time he
designs very different business models for benefits of the mass. He and other
members of this team are taking major corporate decisions to manage
overall operations and resources of his concept WorthWhile Coin. They all
are very much responsible for setting the mission and vision of this concept
WorthWhile Coin. Most of the members came up collectively with this
marvellous business idea and acted on it. This team is the group of very
talented and hardworking person to setup this amazing and profitable
business. They always takes an active interest in getting the enterprise off
the ground, finding and investing resources to form the Concept and helping
it succeed.

Worthwhile is not just a concept but an organization which is included in
the list of other big companies of crypto currency. Worthwhile is a system
that is all set to change the way users transact. It is a multi-utility crypto
currency Worthwhile Group is an undisputed leader in the luxury sector. Its
initiative has started successfully. Funded by many multibillionaire
investors from all parts of the world. Many prominent fund managers are
also associated with this organisation. These fund managers have a wealth
of experience. It is essential to deal with trading in forex. Worthwhile is
being introduced to add a whole new value to your financial experience. It
is a safe, fast and reliable process for Economical International Transactions
without any arbitration

In the Worthwhile concept, you can do secure, fast and cost-effective
transactions because it run with smart contract of binance Smart Chain
basis. Also cash back is possible means you can get your money back
anytime, using our secure wallets and others. The wonderful Worthwhile
group is fully committed to delivering the best. So let's move on to bring in
all the investors, partners, communities around the world. Let me tell you
that this Worthwhile token is a worldwide multi-utility token. This amazing
Worthwhile token is decentralized digital binance based concept on smart
chain. It has the same characteristic as Ether, the crypto currency concept
& Smart chain based assets. This multi-utility token can be used for hassle
free exchange of money from one part of the world. In this concept, users
will not have to worry. Worthwhile can be used in almost every industry.
This concept is something that makes crypto currencies multifunctional.
The list of industries in which it can be used includes all these, such as...
Finance, Forex trading, E-commerce, Hotels, Restaurant, Flight booking,
Real estate, Recharge, Shopping, Transportation & many more.
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Block chain is a combination of
Database or Data – blocks,
Linked all together chronologically

Because of the presence of comprehensively
Verified database , need
For central authorisation diminishes,
Creating an imparalleled
Decentralized chain mechanism
That is super fast,
Very cheap and most importantly VERIFIED
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Crypto currencies use decentralized technology to let users make secure payments and store money
without the need to use their name or go through a bank. They run on a distributed public ledger called
block chain, which records all transactions, that are updated and held by currency holders. Units of crypto
currency are created through a process called mining. Mining involves using computer power to solve
complicated math's problems that generate coins. Users can also buy the currencies from brokers, then
store and spend them using cryptographic wallets.
Block chain has a system of recording transactions and copying it to multiple nodes to make it immutable.
With multiple copies of the data online and multi party verifiability using cryptography
Block chain has changed the way we handle sensitive data. This system is also known as Peer to Peer
system, because no one is above anyone and everyone shares same power and responsibility. With
cryptography the block chain is made so secure that hacking it is not possible in any way.
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Crypto currency is a form of digital money that is designed to be secure and, in
many cases, anonymous . It is a currency associated with the internet that uses
cryptography, the process of converting legible information into an almost
uncrack able code, to track purchases and transfers. Cryptography was born out
of the need for secure communication in the Second World War. It has evolved
in the digital era with elements of mathematical theory and computer science
to become a way to secure communications, information and money online.
The first crypto currency was BITCOIN, which was created in 2009 and is still
the best known. There has been a proliferation of crypto currencies in the past
decade and there are now more than 1000 available on the internet .
Crypto Market to touch
TRILLIONS by 2027

(2)

Binance is the No. 1
Exchange in the world

(3)

Transaction fees virtually
close to none
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MAXIMUM
SUPPLY

50M
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SMART COIN

Tokens increase in price with every buy and decreases in price with every sell. So it is always
beneficial to hold on and refer more to increase the selling price for your holding

3rd Q : 2021
It will be
listing at
Pancake Swap
in third
quarter of
2021.

4th Q : 2021
Listing at Coin
Market Cap
and Coin
Gecko in the
last quarter
of 2021.

1st Q : 2022
Worthwhile Coin
will be used with
various well known
e-commerce portals
globally in the 1st
quarter of 2022..

2nd Q : 2022
Worthwhile Coin
will be launched
in their own
exchange in the
2nd quarter of
2022.

3rd Q : 2022
It will be listing
at various most
popular
exchanges in
3rd Quarter of
2022.

Besides these above important points, we have also focused on transforming user's financial experience. This is
why we have crystal clear mind to embrace any relevant futuristic technology/project.
In addition to this, we will make meaningful efforts to ensure the following
as well:
: Continuation of Worthwhile (WHE) Strategic alliances.
: Further development of our existing Worthwhile WHE community.
: Growth of our multi-utility token.
: Worthwhile (WHE) ecosystem alliances.

4th Q : 2022
Worthwhile Coin
will be attached
with block chain
Gaming platform
in the 4th
quarter of 2022.
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